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Potomac Books Inc. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Lethal Logic: Exploding the Myths
That Paralyze American Gun Policy, Dennis A. Henigan, Who hasn't heard these engaging
assertions, time and time again? Burned into the national consciousness by years of targeted,
disciplined messaging by the National Rifle Association and others, they are just a few of the
bumper-sticker slogans that have defined the gun control debate in America. Long ridiculed by gun
control advocates, they are the first words that come to mind for most Americans when the gun
issue is discussed. This is the first book both to acknowledge the profound and deadly impact of the
gun lobby's bumper-sticker logic on the gun control debate and to systematically expose the
misguided thinking at the core of the pro-gun slogans. Indeed, the author contends that the gun
lobby's remarkable success in blocking passage of lifesaving gun laws is the result, in large part, of
its relentless and effective use of these simple and resonant messages. Their persuasive power has
been a largely ignored influence on the current politics of gun control, in which the gun lobby wields
unprecedented power in the Republican Party, while many Democratic Party leaders see the...
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Reviews
These types of publication is the greatest publication readily available. It is among the most amazing book i have study. Your lifestyle span will be convert
as soon as you complete reading this pdf.
-- Mr s. Cheyenne Dibber t
This written ebook is wonderful. This is certainly for anyone who statte there was not a really worth studying. You may like how the author compose this
pdf.
-- O dessa Gr a ha m
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